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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This paper responds to WBCSD and WRI’s request for views, by 14th March 2023i, on how the 

GHG Protocol should be amended. It proposes five amendments which facilitate the 

proposals in our paper ‘Carbon Added Cost (C-AC) and Carbon Net Zero Viability (C-NZV) 

proposals for consideration by ISSB and other standard setters: Market Mechanisms which 

Accelerate Decarbonisation of Products (Goods & Services).ii 

Proposal 1: Carbon Added Cost (C-AC): 
 Market Mechanism to impact current transactions 

 

Amend’t I 
Move some 

emissions from 
Scope 3 to scope 2. 

Amend’t II 
Report Scope 3 

emissions net of 
CDR Credits 

Amend’t III 
Define what is 

an ‘End 
Product’ 

Amend’t IV 
Require EPDs 

giving gross and 
net emissions 

Amend’t V 
Provide a CDR 
forward cost 

curve 

  Proposal 2: Net Zero Viability (C-NZV):  
Market Mechanism to cause substantive long-term 

planning for Net Zero 

The driver for the two proposals is failure over many years to decarbonize fast enough 

leading to the UNEP Emissions Gap reports for 2022 projecting 2.6°C to 2.8°C global warming 

by 2100 given country Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC).  

The two proposals focus on accelerating decarbonisation and creating a pathway to paying 

for the Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) which will be necessary given the hard to abate 

sectors. 

1.1 Amendments supporting Proposal 1: C-AC - Market Mechanism to impact 
current transactions 

Report Scope 3 emissions net of CDR Credits 

The key to this proposal is to require, with incremental implementation, companies to pay 
for Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) Credits to offset the emission they are responsible for.  

For this, emissions must be moved from Scope 3, where multiple organisations report the 
same emissions, to Scope 2 where there can be unique responsibility for paying for the 
offsetting CDR Credits to achieve Net Zero. See next page for a diagram showing the 
proposed change. 

Four amendments are proposed to support the ‘Carbon Added Cost’ proposal. They are: 

• Amendment 1: Reclassify emissions embodied in specified carbon intense Products 
from Scope 3 to Scope 2  

• Amendment II: Exclude from Scope 3 upstream and downstream emissions, including 
those occurring when End Products are used, if these have been offset by buying CDR 
Credits. NB: The NSA reporting this way must have reasonable, assurable grounds to 
believe the CDR Credits have been purchased.  

• Amendment III: Define what is an ‘End Product’ used by a consumer as opposed to 
being an ‘Intermediate Product’ within a Supply Chain. 
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• Amendment IV: For specified Products require Environment Product Declarations 
giving both the gross carbon content and the net carbon content after CDR Credits 
have been purchased. 

With these amendments, governance mechanisms such as National Law and sustainability 
accounting standards (in particular, ISSB) can: 

• Step 1: Require accounting for the quantity of embodied carbon in Products. 

• Step 2: With staged implementation, require shadow carbon pricing and then 
purchase of CDR Credits to offset embodied carbon. 

Both steps motivate decarbonisation. Step 2 helps fund CDR.  

Appendix C shows how this might work taking cement and concrete as an example. 

Appendix D lists measures which facilitate implementation. 

Diagram showing the change to Scope 2 and Scope 3iii 

 

Modified from above by 

the author of this paper. 
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1.2 Amendments supporting Proposal 2: C-NZV: Market Mechanism to cause 
substantive long-term planning for Net Zero 

This proposal enables State Law and sustainability standards (particularly ISSB) to require 
Non State Entities (NSA) to consistently report on the viability of operations they plan, per 
their Net Zero commitment, to run at Net Zero by purchasing CDR Credits. The cost of the 
CDR Credits will be their quantity per Amendment IV (as noted under 1.1) times their price. 
Where companies have a locked in source of future CDR Credits they can use this  Otherwise 
they should use the ‘default’ price from the GHG Protocol per Amendment V. 

• Amendment V: The GHG Protocol to provide a CDR forward cost curve in ‘chained’ 
US$ of a recent calendar year. 

Note: This proposal accelerates decarbonisation by: 

• Using consistent prices for reporting enables investors, and policy makers, to see the  
relative ease with which NSAs can reach Net Zero. 

• This exercise requires NSAs to make and disclose substantive plans for Net Zero. 

2.0 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Why make the recommended changes to the GHG Protocol? 

Put simply: It is the only place to make the recommended changes. It forms the basis for 
virtually all carbon accounting standards and tools - see diagram below1. Thus, changes to 
the GHG Protocol have the great merit of uniformly upgrading GHG reporting. More than 
this, it is difficult to see how the upgrade can be done without changing the GHG Protocol. 

 

  

 
1 GHG Protocol slide shown by the Chairman of World Resources Institute at COP27 
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2.2 Why reform Scope 3 and enable the Carbon Added Cost (Proposal 1)? 

To quote the GHG Corporate Reporting Protocol: 

’Scopes 1 and 2 are carefully defined in this standard to ensure that two or more 
companies will not account for emissions in the same Scope.’ 

Scope 3 is an optional reporting category that allows for the treatment of all other 
indirect emissions. Scope 3 emissions are a consequence of the activities of the company2, 
but occur from sources not owned or controlled by the company. Some examples of Scope 
3 activities are extraction and production of purchased materials; transportation of 
purchased fuels; and use of sold products and services. 

Taking a car manufacturer as example to show the extent of Scope 3 emissions. They include: 

• Suppliers: 

o Manufactures of materials such as steel, aluminium, plastic, fabrics, and paint. 
o Manufactures of car components from the materials. 
o Transportation operators who move goods in its Supply Chains. 

• Customers: The emissions from car dealers and car rental companies. 

• Consumers: The emissions from burning fuel and other activity when companies and 

people use its cars. 

ISSB, per its December 2022 meetingiv, advises it will initially require Scope 1 & 2 reporting, 

and later add Scope 3 reporting. Requiring Scope 1 & 2 first provides some of the information 

needed to calculate Scope 3 emissions. BUT, even with good, published Scope 1 & 2 data 

available, there are problems:  

• Many sources of data: Scope 3 reporting requires information from all entities in a 

reporting NSA’s Supply Chains plus information on the emissions produced by using 

the End Products.  

• How? How will a NSA know how much of the Scope 1 & 2 emissions of its suppliers, 

customers and End Product-consumers relate to its Products and hence are its Scope 

3 emissions? 

• Massively overlapping reporting: The overlap of Scope 3 information as each NSA in 

each Supply Chain reports on the emissions attributable to Products passing through 

its business from each entity in that Supply Chain.. 

• Accuracy: A reason, from the author’s experience, to doubt the accuracy of Scope 3 

reporting is companies tend to pay less attention to the accuracy of information 

which does not affect their profitability. 

• How will the information cause decarbonisation? How will reporting Scope 3 per the 

GHG Protocol’s current definition accelerate decarbonisation? 

 
2 The Greenhouse Gas Protocol uses the same definitions for other NSAs.eg Cities. 
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In summary, reporting Scope 3 per the current GHG Protocol will cause a great deal of work, 

voluminous reporting and is unlikely to produce information which strongly drives 

decarbonisation. The benefits of the proposed amendments include: 

• Focusing on the embodied carbon of Products rather than the carbon footprint of 

companies applies pricing pressure to decarbonize the Products. Specifically: 

o producers are incentivised to reduce the carbon intensity of their Products; 
and, 

o purchasers are incentivised to buy less carbon-intense Products. 

• Increasing the proportion of overall carbon emissions covered by the non-duplicative 

Scope 1 & 2 reporting. Thus, reducing the quantity of Scope 3 information most which 

is not actionable. 

See Appendix B for examples illustrating these benefits. 

 

2.3 Why make amendments relating to ‘C-NZV’ (Proposal 2) 

NSAs are asked to commit to the year when they will reach Net Zero emissions. Some NSAs 

have ‘Hard to Abate’ emissions for which their choice is to buy CDR Credits or close 

operations. If they plan to buy CDR Credits, then they should provide reasonable 

substantiation that End Products they help create will be economically viable. For this they 

must multiply the EPD quantities per Amendment IV by a future cost of CDR Credits.  

But what forward CDR price to use? IPCC's AR6 WG1 and WG3 reports note substantial CDR 

is required for a 66% probability of keeping GHG emissions below 2°C. They also provide 

detail on many potential sources for CDR with uncertainty ranges for both the volume and 

price from each source. 

The GHG Protocol is best suited to provide the standard as: 

• It does a similar job in taking IPCC’s complex information on Global Warming from 

different greenhouse gases and providing a simple rule book on reporting Carbon 

Dioxide equivalent.  This information is then almost universally adopted by standard 

setters facilitating consistent corporate reporting.   

• This task fits well with GHG Protocol’s existing role of taking complex information 

from the IPCC reports and creating a simple rulebook for emitters to follow. 

• The GHG Protocol taking on this role causes its existing ‘standards distribution’ 

network to implement the new function. – See diagram in Section 2.1 

With the GHG Protocol providing a CDR Credit forward cost curve, State Laws and Accounting 

Standard setters can require NSAs to: 

• Use this cost curve unless they have a contracted, or controlled, source of CDR at a 

different price. 

• Comment on the percentage increase the CDR Credit cost adds to price at which the 

End Products (as defined by Amendment III) they help create must be sold. Then 

provide their view of the consequence change in their sales volume. 
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Investors will receive consistent information which they can adjust when making decisions if 

their view of CDR forward costs differ from the GHG protocol. 

The NSA reporting will provide information on future demand for CDR Credits. In time this 

will inform forward markets in CDR Credits.  This will aid: 

• CDR projects to secure forward prices for the Credits they will generate, thus de-
risking their investment and making it easier for them to raise funding.  

• NSAs requiring credits to buy them on forward contracts to de-risk the vulnerability 
of their business to changes in the future price of CDR Credits. 
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3.0 PROPOSAL 

How to make the changes?: Five amendments to the GHG Protocol 

Amendment I: Reclassify upstream emissions for specified Products from Scope 3 to Scope 
2 

This change should be implemented progressively, starting with hydrocarbon fuels, hydrogen 

and carbon intense materials such as aluminium, concrete, glass, fertilizer, plastics, and steel. 

Amend the GHG Protocol to move the reporting of emissions embodied in specified 

Products, per their Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) (see Amendment IV), from 

Scope 3 to Scope 2. Implement this change by: 

• Renaming the existing Scope 2 which covers embodied carbon in electricity, steam, 

heat and cooling as Scope 2A. 

• Creating Scope 2B to cover all other fuels including hydrocarbon fuels and hydrogenv. 

• Creating Scope 2C to cover embodied carbon in specified purchased Products other 

than th  ose covered by Scope 2A & 2B.  

Amendment II: Report Scope 3 emissions net of CDR Credits which an NSA reporting has 
reasonable grounds to believe have been purchased 

The extent to which CDR Credits will be purchased will depend on State Regulation and 
voluntary programmes. Two examples: 

1. Upstream and downstream emissions in Supply Chains.  

If one NSA in a Supply Chain has a policy of buying sufficient CDR Credits to make its 
Products Net Zero then the other NSAs in the Supply Chain have no Scope 3 emissions on 
the Products they make for it. 

Apple for example has a commitment for its global supply chain to be Net Zero by 2030vi 

2. Emissions arising from the use of End Products it participates in creating. 

Example: A State which requires NSAs selling diesel to purchase CDR Credits to offset the 
emissions when the diesel is burnt. A diesel truck manufacturer will then not include 
emissions from the truck’s use of diesel if it is used in that State. 

Also note that a biodiesel blend will have a lower carbon content and hence lower CDR 
Credit cost. 

Amendment III: Define what is an ‘End Product’ 

Develop, per details in Appendix A, a definition for what is an ‘End Product’ as opposed to an 
‘Intermediary Product’. 

Amendment IV: For specified Products, require Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) 
giving their emissions embodied on both ‘gross’ (total emissions) and ‘net’ (after any CDR 
Credits purchased) 

Start with EPDs for all forms of energy sold, and progressively add EPDs for other carbon-
intensive Products such as aluminium, cement, glass, fertilizer and steel. More specifically, 
cover Products, or ‘families of Products’, for which EPD information enables: 
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• Amendment I to be implemented reclassifying upstream emissions for these 

Products as Scope 2 rather than Scope 3. 

• Calculating the CDR Credits required End Products are sold to consumers. This 

enables part of the Amendment II change. 

• NSAs to consistently provide reasonable substantiation that it is economically viable 

for them reach Net Zero by a year they have committed to. The EPDs do this for End 

Products (as defined by Amendment III) by providing carbon emissions quantity 

information which can be combined with cost information from Amendment V. 

Amendment V: Provide a CDR forward cost curve 

This cost curve should be in ‘chained’ US$ of a recent calendar year which can be used as 

for ‘default’ prices by companies which do not have a locked in source of future CDR 

Credits. 

IPCC AR6 WG1 report details many ways of doing CDR. For each, it provides an estimate of 

potential global quantity and a cost range. The task for the GHG Protocol is to boil this IPCC 

complexity down to a CDR forward cost curve.  

Given the IPCC reports are based on peer reviewed scientific reports published several years 

ago the GHG Protocol should also look at more recent developments.  In particular if, as 

recommended in our second paper, an active forward market CDR Credit market is 

developed, then its prices may provide guidance. 

There is great uncertainty on how CDR projects will develop.  Thus, the CDR cost in the GHG 

Protocol will need to be updated repeatedly. To avoid large changes when each update is 

made it is best to update it annually. 

 

4.0 CONCLUSION 

The GHG Protocol is the foundation of nearly all GHG emissions reporting. Making the five 

Amendments listed in this paper thus key to implementing the pricing mechanisms 

recommended in our paper3 on decarbonize Products to accelerate global decarbonisation. 

This is of paramount importance given: 

1. As the UNEP Emissions Gap report 2022vii makes clear, there is a massive gap 

between planned action to decarbonize and what is required to avoid dangerous 

climate change. 

2. As IPCC notes Carbon Dioxide Removal will be required on a massive scale. A rough 

calculation based on IPCC report suggests significantly more than 1% of global GDP 

must be spent on it by 2050.  

 
3 Carbon Added Cost and Net Zero viability proposals for consideration by ISSB and other 
standard setters (End Note 1) 
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Appendix A 

Appendix A: Determining what is an ‘End Product’ 

Proposed Amendment III is to define what is an ‘End Product’ used by a consumer as 
opposed to being an ‘Intermediate Product’ within a Supply Chain. 

So what is an ‘End Product’? In many cases whether a Product is an End Product depends on 
how it is used. A car is an End Product when is for private use but an Intermediary Product 
when it is a taxi. Drawing the line between what is and what is not an ‘End Product’ is not 
particularly important but a consistent definition is needed for the pricing mechanisms 
proposed. 

Possible rules for defining an ‘End Product’ and examples to illustrate and justify the rules. 

1. Generally, an ‘End Product’ is one which is consumed for the benefit it provides rather 
than facilitating the creation of another product. 

A. Whether a Product is an ‘End Product’ or ‘Intermediate Product’ will depend on who 
purchases it.  For example, all forms of energy and transport are ‘Intermediate Product’ if 
sold to a. manufacturer but an ‘End Product’ if sold to a consumer. 

Two examples to help explore the definition of ‘End Product’. 

Example A: With reference to the coverage of Cement and Concrete in Appendix C, which of 
the following should be treated as an ‘End Product? 

• Limestone.  

• Cement 

• Concrete supplied to the building site 

• The final building 

Perhaps the answer is Concrete supplied to a building site given: 

• While Limestone building blocks are probably an ‘End Product’ the Limestone used for 
cement manufacture is an Intermediary Product rather than End Product. 

• Cement is only useful for making concrete so is an Intermediary Product. 

• There are many types of buildings with many uses. For a concrete manufacturer key 
question is whether Net-Zero concrete will have a profitable market. When answering 
this question, it may note certain types of construction using cement will cease to be 
economic at Net Zero.  This only changes the size of the cement market. 

Example B: Consider holidays provided by a luxury hotel in the Seychelles with its customers 
flying 8,000 kilometres from Paris for their holiday. 

• The flights transporting clients between Paris and the Seychelles is an ‘Intermediary 
Product’ which facilitates the creation of the Seychelles holiday. 

• The Seychelles holiday experience provided by the hotel is an ‘End Product’ but only 
when the flights to get to the hotel are added. Thus an NSA running the hotel must 
include the CDR Costs for offsetting the emissions from the flights when determining 
if its ‘Seychelles hotel holiday’ will be viable. 
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Appendix B 

Appendix B: Benefits of moving carbon intense Products from 
‘Scope 3’ to the proposed ‘Scope 2B & 2C’ 

As noted in the covering paper the benefits of this change include: 

• Focusing on the embodied carbon of products rather than the carbon footprint of 

NSAs focuses pressure to decarbonize on the Products which need decarbonisation. 

Specifically: 

o Producers are incentivised to reduce the carbon intensity of their products. 

o Purchasers are incentivised to buy less carbon-intense products. 

• Increasing the proportion of overall carbon emissions covered by the non-duplicative 

Scope 1 & 2 reporting. Thus, reducing the quantity of Scope 3 information most which 

is not actionable. 

In summary, the proposed approach applies Market mechanisms to reducing embodied 

carbon in products. 

1) Buildings as an example 

Embodied carbon in buildings is estimated to be 12% of global anthropogenic emissions. 
Consequently, some jurisdictions require a Life Cycle Analysis to be provided for new 
buildings over a certain size. Further considerable work has been done to create systems for 
calculating the embodied carbon in buildings. Specifically: 

• For most large buildings Engineers use a Building Information Modelling system (BIM) 
to create a digital copy of the buildings. This digital copy has details of the quantities 
of all material used. 

• Suppliers must provide an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) for each Product 
giving its carbon intensity. 

• It is then a simple task to run a computer program to combine the BIM’s quantities 
with EPD’s carbon information to calculate the embodied carbon of the building and 
its embodied carbon per square meter of space.  

The benefits of this include: 

• Making the relative carbon intensity of each building visible can motivate building 
Developers and their Engineers to reduce it by designs which uses less material or by 
switching to less carbon intense material. 

• Carbon intensity of products becomes a significant criteria for selection Building 
Material motivating Suppliers to reduce the carbon intensity of their products.  

• States can accelerate the reduction of embodied carbon in buildings by requiring the 
following to be disclosed in a state mandated publicly accessible website. 

o EPDs for given types of material. 

o The embodied carbon of buildings of specified types and over a certain 
specified size. 
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o Further, once the system reporting embodied carbon is well established States 
can adjust regulations to incentivise Developers seeking to reduce the 
embodied carbon intensity of their buildings. 

Note: 

• EPDs can be multi-layered.  They start with basic materials such as steel, cement and 
glass and then extend to assemblies such as prefabricated bathrooms for tower 
blocks of flats. 

• Companies should report their ‘net’ carbon 2B emissions. See Appendix C for the 
example of the Supply Chain which starts with quarrying limestone and coal and 
supplies concrete to construction sites. 

2) Fertilizers and Farming as another example 

Other areas of the economy can be transferred from Scope 3 to Scope 2C by increasing the 
types of products for which EPDs must be provided. The focus on doing this should be on 
carbon intensive sectors of the economy. For example, fertilisers and farm products might be 
handled as follows. 

• Fertiliser manufacturers being required to provide EPDs for their products. Perhaps 
these could be published on a State mandated online system. Let’s call this ‘Farm-
Carb’. 

• Companies involved in farming are required to report the ‘Scope 2B’ carbon footprint 
of their fertilizer purchases based on the quantity purchased, its EPD and the ‘Farm-
Carb’ price. 

• Moving a step down the farming Supply Chain, farms growing soy and other animal 
feed can be required to provide Farm-Carb with the quantities of inputs purchased 
and products sold. Farm-Carb then calculates the EPD of each farm’s animal feed-
stuff products. 

• And for the next step down the farming supply-chain includes farms producing milk 
or meat being required to provide Farm-Carb with input and output quantities so the 
carbon intensity of their milk and meat can be published4. 

• The benefits are similar to those for buildings: 
o Suppliers of fertiliser and other farm inputs are motivated to reduce the 

carbon intensity of their products.  NB: They are the organisations which are 
able to do this. 

o Purchasers of farm products will see their carbon intensity providing 
motivation to reduce it.  This may be done by using less inputs or by switching 
to less carbon-intense inputs.   

 
4 One query which has been raised on the Fertiliser example is: ‘What about land use? For example deforestation 

caused when the farm is created?’ Our response: The above notes cover the use of Fertiliser. The net GHG 
emissions from land use change are a separate important issue which is not covered by this paper.  That said 
the answer is: 

• The GHG Protocol already has a requirement to report them.  

• For ‘Net Zero’ CDR Credits should be purchased to offset them with the required payment made when 
the deforestation occurs. A question for Accountants is what period to charge the cost of the CDR 
Credits for offsetting land use to. One suggestion is to capitalised them and amortised them over an 
appropriate number of years. 
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Appendix C page 1 of 6 

Appendix C: Cement and concrete as an example illustrating the 
Carbon Added Cost proposal 

The diagrams and carbon accounting in this Appendix cover three companies involved in 

sourcing material and manufacturing concrete. 

• Co A quarries limestone and sells it to Co B. It also quarries aggregate and sells it to 

Co C. 

• Co B manufactures cement from the limestone and sells this cement to Co C. 

• Co C uses the cement plus aggregate to manufacture concrete which it applies to 

construction projects. 

They illustrate how the Carbon Added Count and Carbon Added Cost Proposal will work 

given Amendment I which moves reporting emissions embodied in specified Products, per 

their Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs), from Scope 3 to Scope 2 by: 

• Renaming the existing Scope 2 which covers embodied carbon in electricity, steam, 

heat and cooling as Scope 2A. 

• Creating Scope 2B to cover all other fuels including hydrocarbon fuels and 

hydrogenviii. 

• Creating Scope 2C to cover embodied carbon in Products other than those covered by 

Scope 2A & 2B.  

Per the Carbon Added Cost Proposal a NSA must provide CDR Credits to cover the embodied 

carbon content Products it sells. Its net carbon emissions are then its Purchase Scope 2A, 2B 

and 2C, PLUS its Scope 1 MINUS its Sales Scope 2B and 2C. 
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Appendix C page 2 of 6 
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Appendix C page 3 of 6 
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Appendix C page 4 of 6 
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Appendix C page 5 of 6 
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Appendix C page 6 of 6 
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Appendix D: Implementing the proposed amendments 

Implementation will require cooperation between WBCSD/WRI, as authors of the GHG 

Protocol, and ISSB as the provider of the global baseline reporting standard. 

To quote from our paper ‘Proposals for Carbon Added Cost and Substantive long-term 
planning for Net Zero’ which is provided with this paper. 

Implementing the proposed change to accounting for emissions for whole economies is a 

mammoth task. So, as the saying about eating an elephant goes, it needs to be done a 

bite at a time. Specifically: 

• Identify the professions whose expertise lends itself to this work. For the 

construction industry this is Quantity Surveyors who monitor quantities and cost 

Products and projects. For other industries, such as petrochemicals ,there will be 

experts guiding decision making to optimize operations.  

Implementing the proposals will be greatly helped by engaging these experts. 

• Take a sector-by-sector approach. Further, within sectors it may be best to 

implement some products earlier than others. 

• Prioritize decarbonizing the ‘up-stream’ end of Supply Chains. In particular, 

sources of energy and carbon intense basic materials such as aluminum, concrete, 

fertilizer, glass, plastics and /. 

• Don’t just set a Net Zero date. Rather set pathway of a series of dates by which 

carbon intensity must be reduced to a certain level. These steps will be less costly 

and hence easier than going to net zero in one step. Periodically review this 

pathway to see if decarbonisation can be accelerated. Examples of this type of 

policy: 

• For a State: The USA’s policy objective of all the electricity on its Grid being 

Net Zero by 2035ix. 

• For a company: China Light and Power’s ‘Climate Vision 2050x’. 

• Start by implementing the carbon accounting and CDR Credit purchasing for 

entities such as companies, hospitals, schools and State departments. Then have 

Cities, Regions and States take responsibility for offsetting the remaining 

emissions from their areas. Do this as a hierarchy: 

• Cities must buy CDR Credit for net emissions from their territory which are not 

covered by the NSAs in them.  

• Regions must buy CDR Credits for net emissions not covered by the NSAs 

(including Cities) in them. 

• States must buy CDR Credits for net emissions not covered by their Regions.  

The total quantity of Carbon Dioxide and Methane by City, Region and State will mainly 

be provided by satellite monitoringxi  
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6.0 Acronyms and Definitions 

Acronyms used: 
C-AC Carbon - Added Cost. (Might also be Carbon Added Count for Stage 1 of Carbon Added Cost.) 
C-NZV Carbon = Net Zero Viability 
CDR  Carbon Dioxide Removal 
DCF Discounted Cashflow analysis 
EPD Environmental Product Declaration 
GHG  Greenhouse Gas as defined in the GHG Protocol 
IFRS International Financial Reporting Standard Foundation 
IOSCO International Organization of Securities Commissions 
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
ISSB International Sustainability Standards Board 
NCD National Determined Contribution per the Paris Agreement 
NSA Non-State Actors including Business, Financial Institutions, Cities and Regions 
SME Small and medium sized enterprises 
UNEP United Nations Environment Programme 
UNFCCC United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

Defined key words which are capitalised: 
Consumers: People who consume End Products. They do not use the End Product to make and sell another 
Product. 
Net Zero: When GHGs emitted are offset by permanent, assured removal of GHGs from the atmosphere. 
Products: Products include Goods and Services.  
End Products: Products used by Consumers. It is recommended that the GHG Protocol proposes rules for 
deciding what is an End Product. See Appendix A. 
Intermediate Products: Products which are used to make End Products, or which are part of an End Product. 
Market Mechanism: The market mechanism is a system of the market where the forces of demand and supply 
determine the price and quantity of goods and services tradedxii.  
Sector: Sector of the economy. Examples: (1) Cement manufacture. (2) Maintaining a dairy herd of cows. 
Supply Chain:  A network of individuals and companies who are involved in creating a product and delivering it 
to the consumer. Links on the chain begin with the producers of the raw materials and end when the finished 
Product is delivered to the end user.  www.investopedia.com/terms/s/supplychain.asp   This paper chooses to 
use the term Supply Chain rather than ISSB uses of ‘Value Chain’ for the following reasons: 

• Supply Chain covers the Product’s life up to delivery to the Consumer. Value Chain could be taken to 
include how the Consumer uses a Product. 

• To avoid confusion with the alternative meaning of ‘Value Chain’ as per Michael Porter’s (HBS) work, 
where the term ‘Value Chain’ is used for the stages of business activity within one company. 
www.investopedia.com/terms/v/valuechain.asp. 

State: Sovereign countries. 

Greenhouse Gas Scopes - GHG Protocol Corporate Accounting & Reporting Standardxiii 
Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions from sources owned or controlled by the NSA, for example, emissions from 
combustion in owned or controlled boilers, furnaces, vehicles, etc.; emissions from chemical production in 
owned or controlled process equipment. Direct CO2 emissions from the combustion of biomass shall not be 
included in Scope 1 but reported separately. GHG emissions not covered by the Kyoto Protocol, e.g., CFCs, NOx, 
etc. shall not be included in Scope 1.  

Scope 2: Accounts for GHG emissions from the generation of purchased electricity, steam, and heating/cooling.  
consumed by the NSA. Purchased steam, and heating/cooling is defined as electricity, steam, and 
heating/cooling that is purchased or otherwise brought into the organizational boundary of the NSA. Scope 2 
emissions physically occur at the facility where electricity is generated. 

Scope 3: An optional reporting category that allows for the treatment of all other indirect emissions. That is 
other than purchased steam, and heating/cooling. Scope 3 emissions are a consequence of the activities of the 
NSA but occur from sources not owned or controlled by the NSA. Some examples of Scope 3 activities are 
extraction and production of purchased materials; transportation of purchased fuels; and use of sold products 
and services. 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/supplychain.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/v/valuechain.asp
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NB: There is no subdivision of Scope 2 in the current GHG Protocol. See Section Error! Reference source not f

ound. proposed Action 1 of this paper for proposals to amend the GHG Protocol to (1) relabel Scope 2 as Scope 

2A; (2) Create Scope 2B for all other energy Products including hydrocarbon fuels and hydrogen; and (3) Create 

Scope 2C to cover embodied carbon in Products other than energy. 
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